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ABSTRACT
We determine the ages of the young, resolved stellar populations at the locations of 237 optically-identified supernova rem-
nants in M83. These age distributions put constraints on the progenitor masses of the supernovae that produced 199 of the
remnants. The other 38 show no evidence for having a young progenitor and are therefore good Type Ia SNR candidates. Start-
ing from Hubble Space Telescope broadband imaging, we measured resolved stellar photometry of seven archival WFC3/UVIS
fields in F336W, F438W, and F814W. We generate color-magnitude diagrams of the stars within 50 pc of each SNR and fit
them with stellar evolution models to obtain the population ages. From these ages we infer the progenitor mass that corresponds
to the lifetime of the most prominent age that is <50 Myr. In this sample, there are 47 SNRs with best-fit progenitor masses
>15 M⊙, and 5 of these are >15 M⊙ at 84% confidence. This is the largest collection of high-mass progenitors to date, in-
cluding our highest-mass progenitor inference found so far, with a constraint of <8 Myr. Overall, the distribution of progenitor
masses has a power-law index of −3.0+0.2
−0.7, steeper than Salpeter initial mass function (−2.35). It remains unclear whether the
reason for the low number of high-mass progenitors is due to the difficulty of finding and measuring such objects or because
only a fraction of very massive stars produce supernovae.
Keywords: Stellar Evolution — Massive Stars — Supernovae
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most fundamental predictions from stellar evo-
lution theory is that stars above a certain mass end their
lives in powerful supernova (SN) explosions. SNe play ma-
jor roles in exciting and enriching the interstellar medium,
as well as in regulating star formation and creating com-
pact objects that can become significant emitters of X-rays,
Gamma-rays, and even gravitational waves.
Nearby SNe are well-observed and cataloged (e.g.,
Guillochon et al. 2017). However, they are limited in num-
ber and the masses of the progenitor stars are often very dif-
ficult to discern. Traditionally, direct imaging of progenitors
has been the method of choice for constraining core-collapse
supernovae (CCSNe) progenitor masses, but it has substan-
tial limitations. High-quality precursor imaging must exist,
and the astrometry must be sufficiently accurate (∼0.1′′)
to identify the exact star that exploded. Furthermore, even
when the progenitor is identified, interpretation of its pho-
tometry depends on the most uncertain stages of stellar
evolution (Gallart et al. 2005). The mass of a precursor is
typically estimated by fitting stellar evolution models to the
star’s color and magnitude (e.g. Chen et al. 2015); however,
mass loss, binary evolution, pulsation, internal mixing, and
the formation of dust in stellar winds all contribute to sys-
tematic and random uncertainties in late-stage evolutionary
models. Therefore, matching a stellar evolution model to a
single evolved star places uncertain constraints on the initial
mass.
To date, archives of extragalactic resolved stellar imag-
ing from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) have yielded
68 direct-image constraints; of these, only 30 are detec-
tions, and the rest are upper limits (e.g., Smartt 2015;
Van Dyk 2017, for recent reviews). While the statistics
from the direct-imaging technique are low, they already
lead to some interesting conclusions and hints. For ex-
ample, HST archival data shows that the most common
supernovae (SNe), Type II-P, map to red supergiant progen-
itors (Smartt 2009). Smartt (2015) present 18 detections
and 27 upper limits and infer a minimum mass of 7+4
−1 M⊙
for SN IIP. They also infer an upper mass for SN IIP of
∼17 M⊙. Yet, red supergiant masses are estimated up to
∼25 M⊙. As a result, they conclude that the most massive
red supergiant progenitors may not explode as SNe. More
recently, Davies & Beasor (2017) suggest that the bolomet-
ric corrections for red supergiants that are about to explode
are much larger than were used in the Smartt (2015) anal-
ysis. Using bolometric corrections calibrated with very
evolved red supergiants, Davies & Beasor (2017) infer a
maximum mass of 27 M⊙, suggesting that even the most
massive red supergiants may indeed explode. There are
very few potential direct-imaging progenitor estimates for
type Ib or Ic SNe, which have been difficult to interpret but
may suggest high mass progenitors (e.g., Cao et al. 2013;
Groh et al. 2013; Bersten et al. 2014; Fremling et al. 2016;
Eldridge & Maund 2016; Van Dyk et al. 2018; Kilpatrick et al.
2018; Xiang et al. 2019). Because of the small sample of
direct-imaging measurements, the mapping between pro-
genitors and SN type remains unclear (e.g. Smartt et al.
2009; Anderson et al. 2012; Smartt 2015; Adams et al.
2017a; Davies & Beasor 2017).
There are a few methods of indirectly constraining pro-
genitor masses (e.g., Anderson et al. 2012). The technique
we apply in this paper is age-dating of the surrounding stel-
lar population of a SNR. This method relies on the fact that
only relatively massive stars (>7.5 M⊙) become CCSNe
(Jennings et al. 2012; Díaz-Rodríguez et al. 2018). Thus,
their lifetimes are limited to <50 Myr (Girardi et al. 2002).
Over 90% of stars form in clusters containing more than 100
members with Mcluster>50M⊙ (Lada & Lada 2003). These
stars remain spatially correlated on physical scales up to
∼100 pc during the 100 Myr lifetimes of 4M⊙ stars, even if
the cluster is not gravitationally bound (Bastian & Goodwin
2006). We have confirmed this expectation empirically
in several cases (Badenes et al. 2009; Gogarten et al. 2009;
Murphy et al. 2011; Williams et al. 2018). Thus, it is rea-
sonable to assume a physical association between any ob-
served CCSN and other young stars of the same age and in
the same vicinity. We use the median star formation age, go-
ing to 50 Myr (7.3M⊙ precursor equivalent, see Section 2.7
for details), to infer a progenitor mass using our chosen
models. Therefore, once the surrounding population age is
constrained, one may infer the precursor mass through stel-
lar evolution models without the need for precursor imaging
(see Jennings et al. 2012; Jennings et al. 2014 hereafter J14;
Williams et al. 2014a, for more details on the technique).
Using this population age-dating method, one may esti-
mate a progenitor mass for any location within 8 Mpc where
there has been a CCSN. To date, there are only 39 observed
SNe within this volume (Guillochon et al. 2017); however,
there are thousands of supernova remnants (SNRs) in this
volume. These SNRs mark the locations of SNe for ∼20
kyr or more (Braun et al. 1989), and if they reside in re-
gions with recent star formation, they are likely to be from
CCSNe. Thus, if we use SNRs for measuring progenitor
masses, we improve our time baseline for finding CCSNe
locations by a factor of more than 200.
Studies of precursor masses of SNRs have yielded
promising results on constraining the distribution of stellar
masses that produce supernovae. J14 constrained progenitor
masses for 115 SNRs in M31 and M33, finding that their
mass distribution was steeper than a standard Salpeter ini-
tial mass function (IMF), and detecting a clear lower mass
limit to their distribution at ∼7.5M⊙. Díaz-Rodríguez et al.
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(2018) updated and re-examined 94 of those SNRs using a
more uniform photometric sample and a Bayesian treatment
of contamination and uncertainties. They confirm the J14
results, and place reliable uncertainties on both the power-
law index of the mass distribution (−3.0+0.5
−0.3) and the lower
mass cutoff (7.33+0.02
−0.16).
Herein, we seek to extend these studies to the nearby
galaxyM83. M83 is a strong candidate for this kind of study
because of its proximity (4.61 Mpc; Saha et al. 2006), a
nearly face-on view at (i=24o; Lundgren et al. 2004), and its
long history of SNe (Richter & Rosa 1984). As searches for
SNRs within M83 (Blair & Long 2004; Dopita et al. 2010;
Blair et al. 2012, 2014) have shown, this galaxy is rich with
past supernova activity, with 307 SNRs and SNR candidates,
which is more than the combined M31+M33 sample of J14.
This gives us improved statistical power, for the progenitor
masses of SNe. With such a large sample we can place im-
proved constraints on the distribution of progenitor masses
and on the upper mass limit for CCSNe progenitors.
In this paper, Section 2 discusses the archival HST data,
and the analysis technique we use for estimating progeni-
tor masses. Section 3 details our resulting progenitor age
and mass estimates. Section 4 investigates the distribution
of progenitor masses in the context of standard mass func-
tions, and we conclude with a brief summary in Section
5. We assume a distance of 4.61 Mpc (Saha et al. 2006)
throughout the paper, and we use the Padova (Girardi et al.
2002; Marigo et al. 2008; Girardi et al. 2010) stellar evolu-
tion model library for all of the model fitting and for all stel-
lar lifetime estimates.
2. DATA & ANALYSIS
We analyze HST observations of seven WFC3/UVIS
fields in three filters F336W, F438W, and F814W covering
most of the high surface brightness portion of M83. These
observations are described in detail in Blair et al. (2014).
In the subsections that follow, we discuss the origin of the
SNR positions we analyzed, our technique for measuring
resolved stellar photometry, our method for fitting models
to the photometry to determine the ages of the stellar pop-
ulations, and our process for inferring progenitor masses
from these ages.
2.1. Supernova Remnant Locations
We took the locations of SNRs and strong SNR candi-
dates in M83 from a compilation of catalogs obtained by
several surveys. We provide the full combined catalog in
Table 1. The survey where most of the SNRs were discov-
ered was from the Magellan 6.5 m telescope at Las Cam-
panas (Blair et al. 2012, B12 in the Table). Those SNR can-
didates found first using HST are from Dopita et al. (2010)
and Blair et al. (2014), which are D10 and B14 in the Table.
We note that the Dopita et al. (2010) catalog covered the
complex starburst nucleus where confusion effects prevent
resolved photometry even for HST, so many of these ob-
jects are excluded from the photometric analysis. There are
a handful of SNR candidates in both the Magellan data set
and the HST data that have not been reported previously but
are included here for completeness. For the SNRs that have
identified X-ray counterparts from Long et al. (2014, L14 in
the Table), a cross reference is also provided. Spectroscopic
confirmations of a significant subsample of these SNRs were
reported byWinkler et al. (2017). Furthermore, there are six
historical SNe whose locations are well-determined, which
we also include in the sample. An additional young SNR
that may represent an unobserved SN in the last century,
SNR 238 (B12-174a), is also included (Blair et al. 2015).
Table1 represents the most complete listing of SNRs and
good SNR candidates in M83 to date.
Table1 also includes a quality flag for each SNR candi-
date, based on the amount of supporting evidence used to
confirm the object is a SNR. The quality flag values indicate
the following categories:
1a: Optical imaging candidate confirmed by spectroscopy
and having X-ray emission.
1b: Optical imaging candidate strongly confirmed by opti-
cal spectroscopy (e.g. spectroscopic [S II]:Hα > 0.5) but no
X-ray detection.
1c: Optical imaging candidate with photometric [S II]:Hα
> 0.5 but no optical spectral confirmation available and no
X-ray detection.
1d: Optical imaging candidate with X-ray but no spectra
available.
1e: Optical imaging candidate with X-ray but marginal
spectral ratio (likely due to H II contamination).
1f: Solid Imaging candidate, no X-ray, but with clear H II
contamination in spectrum.
1g: Strong HST [Fe II] 1.64 µm candidate
1h: HST Nuclear candidates (mostly Dopita et al. 2010)
with no additional supporting evidence.
1z: Special cases.
2: Optical candidate with imaging or spectroscopic ratio
0.25 < [S II]:Hα < 0.5. Many of these are likely SNRs,
but H II contamination causes uncertainty. Some have de-
tectable [Fe II], which strengthens their case.
h: Historical supernova (event was observed).
Finally, the catalog has a use flag column, which indicates
how each SNR was used or not used in the analysis. This
flag as the following categories:
• p: Progenitor mass constrained from measured local
young population.
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• n: No young population detected in the fit (Type Ia
candidate).
• o: Outside of the HST coverage; no measurement per-
formed.
• c: Too close to the center of M83; no measurement
performed.
• i: Insufficient photometry for a measurement; fitting
failed.
In Figure 1, we show the locations of all of the SNRs for
which we were able to obtain sufficient photometry for a
measurement (use flags “p” and “n”). The circles mark rem-
nants of use flag “p” and are color-coded by the most likely
progenitor mass from our technique. Yellow squares mare
the locations of remnants with “n” use flags.
The SNR catalog has 307 historical SNe, SNRs, and
SNR candidates. There are 271 of these within the 7-field
HST/UVIS footprint for which we have resolved stellar pho-
tometry. However, 24 of those locations are too close to the
complex galaxy nucleus to provide reliable resolved stellar
photometry. Of the remaining 247 SNRs, 10 more had sam-
ples that proved insufficient to allow the fitting to converge.
Our final measured sample therefore consisted of 237 SNR
locations (see Figure 1) and a 100 random control sample
positions.
For our program, we first ran photometry on all of the re-
solved stars in the HST imaging data. Then, to quantify the
errors and completeness of the photometry as a function of
star color, magnitude, and location, we ran over a million
artificial star tests. As in previous population-based progen-
itor studies, we then fit the photometry data within 50 pc
of each SNR with stellar evolution models to constrain the
age distribution of the young stars near each SNR. We now
discuss the production and analysis of our resolved stellar
photometry.
2.2. Photometry
We measured resolved stellar photometry from the
F336W, F438W, and F814W imaging with the point
spread function (PSF) fitting photometry pipeline used for
the Panchromatic Hubble Andromeda Treasury (PHAT;
Williams et al. 2014b). In short, this pipeline uses an as-
trodrizzle PyRAF routine to flag cosmic-ray affected pix-
els, and the DOLPHOT (Dolphin 2000, 2016) PSF-fitting
photometry package with the TinyTim-generated PSFs
(Krist et al. 2011a) to find and measure point source pho-
tometry for all sources in a set of HST images. It starts by
reading all of the flc images into memory to search for
stars using the full image stack. Then the photometry is
performed on the individual flc images, where a PSF is
fitted to the location of all star locations in every image. For
the multiple exposures in a given filter, the measurements
are combined to reduce the photometric uncertainty and
increase the signal to noise of the measurements.
The pipeline has been updated based on some of the de-
tailed tests performed on the PHAT photometry. In particu-
lar, we used the TinyTim PSFs (Krist et al. 2011b) and we
used the CTE-corrected flc images for photometry instead
of post-photometry CTE corrections. Both of these updates
have resulted in more precise photometry with smaller sys-
tematic uncertainties.
From the DOLPHOT measurements, we first produced
full-field color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) of our photom-
etry. We show examples of these in Figure 2, where it is
clear that we have detected the upper main-sequence of blue
stars. At the distance of M83, the depth of these CMDs
is to mF435W∼26; MF435W∼ − 2.5, which corresponds to a
main-sequence turnoff age of 70 Myr, which is the lifetime
of a 6.3 M⊙ star in the Padova models. Therefore we are
sensitive to all populations relevant for CCSNe progenitor
measurements.
After this check, we focused our further analysis on the
regions within 50 pc of each SNR location, and on a con-
trol set of photometry taken from random positions of the
same physical size. These control regions were distributed
in proportion to the real SNRs in each of the 7 M83 UVIS
fields, and their photometry samples were run through the
same analysis routines as those of the SNR regions. The
results from the control samples allow us to quantitatively
check that the measurements from the SNR locations differ
from the field. Examples of the relevant regions around sev-
eral SNRs are shown in Figure 3 to demonstrate how well-
resolved the individual stars are and to show the diversity of
the dust and stellar density properties of the regions.
2.3. Artificial Star Tests
Fitting CMDs with models requires convolving models
with the errors, bias, and completeness of the photometry
at each color and magnitude. These quantities are best de-
termined through artificial star tests (ASTs), whereby a star
of known location, color, and brightness is added to the im-
ages, and then the photometry of that section of the images
is rerun. This operation is run hundreds of thousands to mil-
lions of times to cover location, color, and brightness space
well enough to properly model the photometric quality of
each CMD that we fit.
We ran ASTs covering the range of colors and magnitudes
seen in the observed stellar catalogs. The differences be-
tween the input star properties and the output measurements
allow us to calculate the bias, uncertainty, and completeness
of the observed stellar catalog as a function of star color,
and magnitude, and environment. These quality metrics are
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then used by the fitting software to convolve model CMDs
so that they have the same photometric quality as the ob-
served CMDs. Then we can determine the model CMD that
best matches the observed CMD.
ASTs require significant computational resources as they
require running the photometric measurements many times.
Therefore, to increase the efficiency of ours, we assume re-
gions of similar stellar density and exposure time will have
resolved star samples of the same photometric quality. This
assumption allows us to apply one set of ASTs to several
SNRs. A similar technique was used by the PHAT team to
drastically decrease the number of ASTs necessary to mea-
sure SFHs as a function of position over the large area cov-
ered by the PHAT project (Williams et al. 2017).
To optimize the efficiency of our ASTs, we first measured
the relative stellar density as a function of position in the
images. To avoid biases due to completeness differences we
limited the magnitude range over which we counted stars to
where the completeness was high (>80%) over the entire
survey (F438W<26.2). At each image location, we counted
stars above this brightness limit within 50 pc and divided by
the area to determine the stellar density.
We then tested the assumption that ASTs taken from re-
gions of similar stellar density are interchangeable. For this
test, we ran ASTs at the location of an observed stellar sam-
ple, as well as in another location in the image with sim-
ilar stellar density. We then fit the observed CMD of one
of the locations twice: once with each set of AST results.
We found that ASTs from locations with stellar densities
within a factor of two of one another resulted in equivalent
age measurements. Thus, we performed 42 sets of ASTs
obtained from regions spanning the full range of stellar den-
sities in our sample (0.4 to 20 arcsec−2), and stay well within
this factor of two variation. We then applied this library of
ASTs duringmodel fitting to our photometry. Namely, when
fitting each SNR and control sample, we convolved the mod-
els with the photometric errors, bias, and completeness by
applying the ASTs measured from a region of appropriate
stellar density.
2.4. Deriving Star Formation Histories
We employ the CMD fitting package MATCH (Dolphin
2002, 2013), which fits the CMDs from resolved stellar
photometry to determine the best star formation history
(SFH) of each stellar sample near a SNR and control region.
The SFH is the distribution of stellar ages and metallici-
ties present in the sample, as well as the uncertainties on
that distribution. This package has been used by many
investigators to measure the star formation rate as a func-
tion of lookback time for a number nearby galaxies (e.g.,
Williams et al. 2009; McQuinn et al. 2010; Weisz et al.
2011; Skillman et al. 2017, and many others), as well as
to measure star cluster ages (e.g., Senchyna et al. 2015),
and the ages and masses of supernova progenitors (e.g.,
Murphy et al. 2011; Jennings et al. 2012, J14).
We applied time bins starting at 6.6 to 8.0 log years in
steps of 0.05 dex and then from 8.0 to 10.1 log years in
steps of 0.1 dex using Padova isochrones (Girardi et al.
2002; Marigo et al. 2008; Girardi et al. 2010). Further-
more, we constrain the present day metallicity from
−0.6≤[Fe/H]≤0.1, as appropriate for M83 (Bresolin et al.
2009). We also applied reddening (AV ) and differential red-
dening (dAV ) to our model fits (see Section 2.5). In addition,
the MATCH package allows the inclusion of a contamina-
tion CMD to look for populations that are present in the
sampled region at higher density than the surrounding field.
We used the entire WFC3 162”×162” UVIS M83 field sur-
rounding the SNR, scaled to the area of the extraction region
area, for this contamination CMD.
2.5. Determining foreground and differential extinction
M83 is characterized by an abundance of dust embedded
in the disk. For extinction, it is valuable to consider multiple
colors. Therefore, we consider both the F336W-F438W and
F438W-F814W CMDs when finding the extinction proper-
ties of each location. These extinction properties are both
the overall extinction affecting the entire location, AV (with
the minimumbounded by the foregroundGalactic extinction
of 0.2; Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011), and extinction spread
due to the distribution of stars along the line of sight (dAV ).
Each of these parameters affect the CMD differently, and
are therefore they are applied to the models independently.
First, AV is applied to all of the stars in each model CMD.
Then dAV in applied to the model CMD to spread the stars
along the reddening line as they would be if they were ran-
domly distributed within a uniform dust layer. In essence,
AV affects the location of features in the CMD (e.g., the
main sequence), while dAV affects the sharpness of the fea-
tures in the CMD. For example, stars embeddedwithin dusty
regions of a galaxy (high dAV ) will produce CMDs with
features smeared along the reddening line, even if they are
behind little foreground AV , while stars not embedded in a
dusty region (low dAV ) will produce CMDs with sharp fea-
tures, even if all of the stars behind a large foreground AV .
We determine the values for AV and dAV by finding the
best maximum-likelihood fit value reported by MATCH
(Dolphin 2012) for a grid of possibilities when fitting (see
Figures 4 and 5). We then fix the AV and dAV values to those
determined from the multiple colors when fitting the deepest
single CMD for the final age distribution and uncertainties
out of these, as described below.
2.6. Uncertainties
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Our uncertainties are mainly due to photometric error, in-
completeness, and the number of stars in our sample avail-
able to constrain the age distribution of the young compo-
nent of the population. All of these vary significantly for
the SNR sample. For example, the number of stars ranges
from 10s to 100s of stars per SNR. Thus we measure the
uncertainties separately for each SNR sample.
We characterize these uncertainties using a hybridMonte-
Carlo (MC) algorithm within MATCH using the task
hybridMC (Dolphin 2013). This task accepts or rejects
thousands of potential SFHs surrounding the best fitting
one, based on likelihood. It then applies the distribution
of accepted SFHs to determine the 68% uncertainty re-
gions surrounding the best fit. The hybridMC uncertainty
determination applies statistics that are valid only for inde-
pendent CMDs. Applying these statistics to 2 CMDs that
share a filter would produce incorrect uncertainties because
the CMDs are correlated. Therefore, we must choose one
of our CMDs when fitting for the final SFHs and uncertain-
ties. The M83 data contain imaging in F336W, F438W, and
F814W.
To determine which CMD fit to use for our final SFH and
uncertainties, we fit both the F336W vs. F336W-F438W
and the F438W vs. F438W-F814W CMD independently,
fixing AV and dAV measured values (see Section 2.5). We
then compared the best-fit SFH to the best-fit SFH from the
simultaneous fit of both CMDs. We found overall consis-
tency between the techniques, but the single CMD fits had
reliable uncertainties. The best constraints were almost al-
ways from the fits to the F336W vs. F336W-F438WCMDs.
This result was expected because the F814W photometry
is the shallowest and least sensitive to the young popula-
tions. However, there were a handful of cases, mostly those
with the highest reddening, where the F336W-F438WCMD
alone did not produce a result consistent with the 2 CMD fit
from the AV , dAV runs (185, 278, 059, 197, 090, 117, 150,
227, 246, SN1950B). In these cases we found that the fit
to the F438W vs. F438W-F814W CMD produced a result
consistent with the 2 CMD fit. We report as our final mea-
surement of the SFH and uncertainties, the results from the
F336W vs. F336W-F438W CMD, except for these excep-
tions.
2.7. Progenitor Mass
Our method for constraining the progenitor mass is sim-
ilar to that of previous work (e.g.,Jennings et al. 2012;
J14; Williams et al. 2018). The method begins by find-
ing the most likely age of the progenitor star. In short,
we measure the SFH from broadband photometry of the
resolved stars within 50 pc of the location of each SNR.
This region size assumes that most young stars are coeval
within our desired extracted region, as suggested by the
work of (Bastian & Goodwin 2006). Indeed, the validity
of this assumption has been strengthened by the works of
Gogarten et al. (2009) and Murphy et al. (2011).
We restrict the ages in the SFH that we apply to our pro-
genitor analysis. The ages of SNR progenitors measured
with deeper photometry in more nearby galaxies have es-
tablished that the maximum progenitor age for CCSNe is
<50 Myr (young enough for a ∼7 M⊙ star to still exist).
While older progenitors are allowed according to binary
evolution models (Xiao et al. 2019, e.g.,[), a maximum of
50 Myrs is empirically measured for CCSNe progenitors by
J14 and confirmed by Díaz-Rodríguez et al. (2018) in M31
and M33, even when they include older ages in their anal-
ysis. Furthermore Xiao et al. (2019) find a similar empiri-
cal age constraint using an independent emission line fitting
technique that uses the latest binary evolution models to in-
fer ages of HII regions that have hosted CCSNe.
We take advantage of these empirical results to limit the
part of the SFH that we apply to determine the progenitor
mass. We assume only the part of the SFH <50 Myr is rel-
evant for determining progenitor ages. When we infer the
most likely progenitor age of each SNR, we look for the
most prominent peak in the age distribution, only consider-
ing ages <50 Myr. This assumption means that we are not
able to use these data to probe the high-age (low-mass) end
of the progenitor mass function, but it allows us to avoid in-
cluding the higher age bins, which have large uncertainties
at the photometric depth of the observations used here, into
our age determinations.
We derive the mass fraction for each time bin over the
past 50 Myrs, taking advantage of the empirical constraints
so that we do not need to include older ages that have main
sequence turnoffs near our completeness limit which lead to
large SFH uncertainties. Furthermore, these older bins are
more likely to contain stars unrelated to the SNR progenitor
because stars of older ages have had more time to migrate
away from their siblings. Thus, limiting the ages to those
known to be relevant to CCSNe progenitors helps to mini-
mize contamination from unrelated populations.
Figures 4 and 5 summarize the progenitor mass mea-
surement technique for two SNR locations (SNR 295 and
SNR 057, respectively). We include figures of this format
for all 199 SNRs with progenitor constraints in the supple-
mental materials. The effect of the assumed differential ex-
tinction is shown in the upper-left panel, where the resulting
age distribution from each assumed differential extinction
amount is plotted with a different color. In Figure 4 the gen-
eral pattern in ages is relatively insensitive to the assumed
dAV . The lower-left panels of the figure show the star for-
mation history (SFH) along with uncertainties for the best
dAV result. Peaks in the rate and stellar mass fraction corre-
spond to the most likely progenitor age.
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The full SFHs show how well the median age represents
the full age distribution of the population. An age distribu-
tion may correspond to several epochs of SF or may be dom-
inated by one epoch. In the case of the former, the median
age is less likely to represent the correct age of the progeni-
tor. The full probability distribution for each event is a more
precise characterization of the complex uncertainties.
Based on these measurements, we use the age where 50%
of the stars (as determined from the bottom-center panel)
have formed as the most likely progenitor age. We then take
our uncertainties to include all ages that may contain the me-
dian age. This is shown with the tan vertical shaded region
in the bottom left panel of the mass measurement figures
(e.g. Figures 4 and 5). These limits define our 1σ progeni-
tor age range for the progenitor mass. From this age range,
we infer the zero age main sequence (ZAMS) mass range
using the Girardi et al. (2010) isochrone library as a lookup
table for the most massive star present at any given age. We
set a floor for the uncertainty to be at least 0.1 M⊙. In the
cases where we find there to be zero SF in the last 50 Myrs,
we assume these to be the remnants of Type Ia supernovae
or runaway massive stars, and we provide no measurement
ofMZAMS.
3. RESULTS
After completing our measurements of the recent SFHs
surrounding all of the SNRs and converting these to prob-
ability distributions, we generated Table 2 describing all
SNRs including the masses corresponding to the median
ages surrounding each. In column 1 we give the identifier
of the SNR. Columns 2 to 4 specify the 50% completeness
magnitudes for each SNR for the three filters in our analysis.
Note these cutoffs are derived from the 50% completeness
of the respective fake star sets; hence, SNRs utilizing the
same fake stars will have the same magnitude cutoffs (see
§ 2.3). Column 5 gives the number of stars extracted from
each region in the F438W data. Columns 6 and 7 give the
best differential reddening and reddening applied during the
fitting process, respectively. Lastly, column 8 gives the in-
ferred MZAMS from the median age with bounds. When an
SNR is missing values in column 8 this means either we
were not able to measure the SFH or we found there to be
no SF in the past 50 Myrs (see Table 1 use flags n, o, c, and
i). Within this table we only include SNRs where we were
able to put a constraint on the progenitor mass (use flag "p").
In Table 3 we show the calculated age probability distri-
bution for an SNR as the fraction of stellar mass present in
each age bin. The supplemental materials contain similar
information for all of the SNRs we measured. In columns 1
and 2 we define the edges of the age bin (T1 and T2) with T1
being the more recent look back time. Column 3 gives the
best-fit star formation rate, SFR(best), for that age bin while
columns 4 and 5 are the negative and positive uncertainties
on that rate. Column 6, PDF(best), gives the fraction of the
<50Myr stellar mass in that age bin according to the best-fit
SFH, and columns 7 and 8 provide the uncertainties on that
fraction, given the rate errors in Columns 4 and 5. Column
8, CDF(best), gives the running cumulative fraction of stel-
lar mass as a function of time for the best-fit SFH. Columns
9, 10, and 11 provide the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles of
the cumulative mass fraction for a set of 106 realizations of
the SFHwith the uncertainties in Columns 4 and 5. Columns
12 and 13 show the masses of stars with lifetimes that match
the edges of the age bin (M1 and M2). Table 3 corresponds
to Figure 4 which has multiple epochs of SF according to
the bottom-middle and bottom-right panels. We see that the
progenitor is more likely to belong to the peak at 25 Myr.
4. DISCUSSION
We now investigate the total distribution of masses in our
sample as well as looking for spatial correlations between
progenitor mass and galactic structure.
4.1. Spatial Distribution As Function of Mass
The derived progenitor masses are plotted on an image
of M83 in Figure 1 to show the spatial distribution as a
function of derived progenitor mass. The symbol colors de-
note derived mass with masses above 20 M⊙ shown as red,
and lower mass ranges progressing from orange to green to
blue. Yellow squares designate those SNRs for which no
young stellar population was identified, and these are the
candidates for SNIa progenitors. The higher mass progen-
itors generally follow the spiral arms, but we note that the
most massive progenitor masses appear to be most closely
associated with arms and/or star forming regions. This re-
sult is consistent with findings in clustering studies that
show trends where stars of higher masses are more clus-
tered (e.g., Kang et al. 2009; Bianchi et al. 2012; Kim et al.
2012). Lower mass progenitors, while also associated with
the arms and star forming regions, seem to show a broader
spatial distribution. We also see that the Type Ia candidates
tend to be even more generally distributed, including the in-
terarm regions.
4.2. Progenitor Mass Distribution
Our sample of 199 SNe and SNRs with inferred progeni-
tor masses is the largest ever produced for any single galaxy.
Thus the distribution has the potential to yield the tightest
constraints on the shape of the progenitor mass distribution
to date. We plot the distribution of all the progenitor masses
in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows a histogram of the pro-
genitor mass distribution for M83 along with the combined
M31+M33 distribution for comparison. While the number
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of progenitors in the lowest mass bin is comparable in Fig-
ure 6, the fraction of the total in that lowest bin is less, with
significantly more progenitors in the 10 – 15 M⊙ range and
near 20M⊙. The M83 distribution has a significantly higher
proportion of higher-mass progenitors as well.
In Figure 7, the data points mark the masses at the median
ages as described in § 2.6, along with their uncertainties.
They are plotted in order of mass to show the cumulative
mass distribution. Lines mark fits from various power-law
mass distributions. The left panel is the best-fit to the data,
with an index of −3.0+0.2
−0.7 (χ
2/do f<1.1). The middle panel
has lines drawn from a Kroupa IMF (index of 2.3), and the
right panel has lines drawn from the index 4.4 that fits the
M31+M33 SNR distribution from J14. Note that this plot
excludes the assumed Type Ia supernovae, or objects where
no young stellar population was detected.
In addition, we can study only the spectroscopically-
confirmed SNR sample (quality flag 1a in the Table 1),
along with the observed SNe, which comprises a subsam-
ple of 40. The mass distribution of this subsample has
a best-fitting power-law index of 2.8, making it slightly
closer to a standard IMF. Moreover, a more recent re-
analysis of the M31+M33 progenitor distribution that uses
Bayesian inference to better account for the uncertainties,
finds a power-law index for that distribution of −3.0+0.3
−0.5
(Díaz-Rodríguez et al. 2018), which is consistent with this
M83 result.
We also compare the SNR distribution to the control
sample. The first difference is that the random positions
have double the fraction of locations with no young pop-
ulation. In addition, the distribution of inferred masses for
the random positions is significantly steeper, with a best-
fit power-law index of −3.7. The SNR locations appear
to be providing a distribution different from the general
field. The fact that the random field is steeper and that the
spectroscopically-confirmed sample is less steep than the
full sample suggests that contaminants in the full sample
may be pushing the best fitting power law index higher.
We apply a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test against the mass
distribution of M31+M33 J14, and obtain a P-value of 0.02,
suggesting only a 2% chance of them having the same par-
ent distribution. Indeed, visually, there is a noticeable dif-
ference particularly around∼ 10M⊙ and with moremassive
progenitors. Thus, the M83 SNR sample really does appear
to have more high mass progenitors than those in M31 and
M33.
While Figure 6 shows that the M83 distribution is more
top-heavy than the M31 and M33 samples, it is still not con-
sistent with a standard IMF (Kroupa 2001); there are too few
high mass progenitors for the number at the lower mass end.
This result may be due to biases in our technique against the
youngest ages dominating the local stellar mass. For exam-
ple, SNe that occur within very young associations, super-
bubbles, or highly photo-ionized regions may not leave vis-
ible SNRs, thus biasing our survey based on optical SNRs.
However, there is also a possibility that some fraction of the
most massive stars do not explode as SNe. This possibility
seems to be corroborated by the discovery of a vanishing red
supergiant in NGC 6946 with no observed SN (Adams et al.
2017b; Murphy et al. 2018).
It does appear to be the case that at least some stars
>30 M⊙ explode as SNe. One such high mass progenitor is
that of the SNR 057 (see Figure 5). This case is the highest
progenitor mass constraint to date from population fitting
techniques. The surrounding population in this case is lim-
ited almost entirely to the youngest ages for which we have
models, making the progenitor highly likely to have been
>20 M⊙. This single measurement provides some of our
strongest observational evidence to date that such massive
stars produce SNe, suggesting that any shortage of progen-
itor masses >20 M⊙ is more likely to be attributable to a
bias against young ages or some massive stars failing to ex-
plode, rather than to a hard high end cutoff in the progenitor
mass distribution. Furthermore, there has been some evi-
dence from stellar population analysis that such high mass
progenitorsmay bemore likely to produce stripped envelope
SNe (Maund 2018), making SNR 057 a candidate remnant
from a stripped envelope event.
4.3. Historical Supernovae
The M83 sample includes six historical supernovae,
where the actual explosion was observed. These include
SN1923A, SN1945B, SN1950B, SN1957D, SN1968L, and
SN1983N. For these, the types are known to be II, unknown,
unknown, unknown, II, and Ib, respectively. Thus, the three
known types were all core-collapse SNe, which is not sur-
prising given the high star formation rate of M83. Of these,
SN1968L occurred deep in the complex nuclear starburst
region where its parent population is not resolved even at
HST resolution, but the high star formation rate in this re-
gion favors a core-collapse event. For SN1923A, we find
a likely massive progenitor (53+13
−44 M⊙), as with SN1983N
(20+6
−5 M⊙). Of the three unknowns, SN1945B did not have
sufficient local stellar photometry for the fit to converge.
SN1950B and SN1957D are candidates for CCSNe pro-
genitors, with masses of 7.6+3.3
−0.3 M⊙ and 7.6
+8.2
−0.3 M⊙ respec-
tively. This measurement for SN1957D is lower than that
of Long et al. (2012), who found a lower mass limit of >17
M⊙, also looking at the local stellar population. Our anal-
ysis detects the presence of two populations at this loca-
tion: one at an age consistent with the analysis of Long et al.
(2012), and an underlying one at ∼40-50 Myr, which could
have produced a lower-mass progenitor. Thus, this SNR is
a good example of why it is important to consider the full
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probability distribution, as the single value with uncertain-
ties does not always capture multiple peaks in the age dis-
tribution. Interestingly, a similar situation occurs with the
SNR 238, which Blair et al. (2015) found to be hosted by
a population of very young stars, suggesting a progenitor
with a mass>17 M⊙. We also detect this young population;
however, we also detect a population with an age of 40-50
Myr, making our mass measurement 8.1+12.5
−0.4 M⊙. Again,
the double-peaked age distribution is important to consider.
Thus, it appears that 5-6 of the 6 historical SNe are
core-collapse (with SN1968L very likely core-collapse and
SN1945B still unknown), which is similar to the fraction
of the total SNR population and roughly consistent with
expectations for a Sbc galaxy like M83 (∼20%, Li et al.
2011). Furthermore, the 4 historical SNe for which we have
measured ages appear to cover the full range of progenitor
masses to which we are sensitive.
5. SUMMARY
We measured resolved stellar photometry of seven
archival HST fields with almost complete coverage of M83.
We fit the photometry of stars within a 50 pc of 237 SNRs
to derive the age distribution of the populations over the
past 50 Myrs. From these age distributions, we inferred
probability distributions of 199 of the SNRs’ progenitor
masses. The other 38 SNRs are good Type Ia candidates as
they show no evidence for association with a young popu-
lation in excess of the general field. The spatial distribution
of the 199 progenitor masses show that the most massive
progenitors follow the spiral arms and inner disk.
The resulting mass distribution suggests that in M83, as
in M31 and M33, the masses are dominated by progenitors
of <20 M⊙. There are fewer progenitors with very young
ages and high masses than expected from a standard IMF.
However, the measurement of some masses above 30 M⊙,
suggests that the low numbers are not due to a high end cut-
off in the progenitor mass function. Therefore, they may be
due to the difficulty of finding SNRs andmeasuring resolved
stellar photometry in the most dusty and dense star forming
regions.
While looking at the overall progenitor mass distribu-
tions measured here by using median masses and uncer-
tainties and comparing to simple power-law distributions is
of immediate interest for checking consistency with previ-
ous work and standard IMFs, we are also performing much
more sophisticated statistical fitting of the full probability
distributions of the masses (J. Murphy et al. in preparation).
By fitting the full probability distributions of the progenitor
masses (Table 3) with a reliable likelihood function we will
determine the formal constraints on the intrinsic progenitor
mass distribution.
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Table 1. M83 Supernova Remnants
Source ID B12 B14 D10 L14 RA DEC Quality Flag Use Flag
001 B12-001 – – - 204.166625 -29.859764 1b o
002 B12-002 – – - 204.168112 -29.851814 2 o
003 B12-003 – – X019 204.1704 -29.854906 1a o
004 B12-004 – – - 204.172921 -29.871072 1c o
005 B12-005 – – - 204.173246 -29.8323 1b o
006 B12-006 – – - 204.176375 -29.871492 1c o
007 B12-007 – – - 204.178012 -29.876375 1c o
008 B12-008 – – - 204.182079 -29.846078 1c o
009 B12-009 – – - 204.182579 -29.869775 1c o
010 B12-010 – – - 204.186 -29.842747 1b o
011 B12-011 – – - 204.1888 -29.885486 1c o
012 B12-012 – – - 204.190258 -29.872578 1b o
013 B12-013 – – - 204.191375 -29.892878 1c o
014 B12-014 – – - 204.1934 -29.895092 2 o
015 B12-015 – – - 204.195592 -29.778244 2 o
016 B12-016 – – - 204.196371 -29.925422 2 o
017 B12-017 – – - 204.196583 -29.897611 2 o
018 B12-018 – – - 204.196758 -29.893589 1c o
019 B12-019 – – - 204.197083 -29.817708 1c o
020 B12-020 – – - 204.199279 -29.855039 1b i
021 B12-021 – – - 204.199721 -29.862778 2 i
022 B12-307 – – - 204.199958 -29.890722 2 o
023 B12-022 – – - 204.200446 -29.859408 1b n
024 B12-023 – – X046 204.201233 -29.879075 1a p
025 B12-024 – – - 204.201883 -29.861719 1c n
026 B12-025 – – - 204.20245 -29.868144 1b n
027 B12-026 B14-01 – - 204.204138 -29.881692 1b p
028 B12-027 – – - 204.204688 -29.873583 1c p
029 B12-028 – – - 204.205692 -29.888867 2 p
030 B12-029 – – - 204.206408 -29.8603 2 p
031 B12-030 – – - 204.206687 -29.884908 1c p
032 B12-031 – – - 204.206762 -29.887125 1b p
033 B12-32 – – - 204.2068 -29.8429 2 p
034 B12-033 – – - 204.207004 -29.901153 1b p
035 B12-034 – – - 204.207158 -29.849208 1b p
Table 1 continued
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Table 1 (continued)
Source ID B12 B14 D10 L14 RA DEC Quality Flag Use Flag
036 B12-036 B14-02 – X053 204.207538 -29.871375 1a p
037 B12-035 – – - 204.207546 -29.885639 1b n
038 B12-309 – – - 204.207896 -29.883083 2 n
039 – B14-03 – - 204.208817 -29.878797 1g p
040 B12-037 B14-04 – X057 204.208821 -29.88575 1a p
041 B12-038 – – - 204.209292 -29.856747 1c i
042 B12-310 – – - 204.209333 -29.843581 2 p
043 B12-039 – – - 204.209517 -29.879861 1b p
044 B12-040 – – - 204.210408 -29.863831 1c p
045 B12-041 B14-05 – X061 204.210633 -29.884411 1d p
046 B12-042 – – - 204.211204 -29.878206 2 p
047 B12-043 – – - 204.211492 -29.886275 1b p
048 B12-044 – – - 204.211704 -29.838556 2 p
049 B12-045 – – X063 204.211896 -29.877658 1a p
SN1983N – – – - 204.21204 -29.901278 h p
051 B12-047 – – X064 204.212154 -29.882981 1d p
052 B12-046 – – - 204.212167 -29.867728 1c p
053 B12-048 – – X065 204.212475 -29.873872 1a p
054 B12-049 B14-06 – - 204.212579 -29.883711 2 p
055 – B14-07 – X067 204.2133 -29.845089 1e p
056 B12-050 – – - 204.213458 -29.877964 2 p
057 B12-051 – – - 204.213825 -29.835297 2 p
058 B12-052 – – - 204.214292 -29.824497 1c p
059 – B14-08 – - 204.214512 -29.8759 1g p
060 – B14-09 – - 204.214692 -29.883589 2 p
061 B12-053 – – - 204.214942 -29.880575 1c p
062 B12-054 – – - 204.215421 -29.874344 2 p
063 – B14-10 – - 204.215858 -29.867194 1g p
064 B12-55 – – - 204.216562 -29.914561 1c p
065 B12-311 – – - 204.217796 -29.905803 2 n
066 B12-056 – – - 204.218092 -29.842544 1c n
067 B12-058 – – - 204.218258 -29.868097 2 n
068 B12-057 – – - 204.218321 -29.845536 1b p
069 B12-059 – – - 204.2188 -29.825731 2 p
070 B12-060 – – X093 204.219329 -29.8782 1d p
071 B12-061 – – - 204.219904 -29.857919 2 p
SN1950B – – – - 204.22071 -29.865861 h p
Table 1 continued
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Table 1 (continued)
Source ID B12 B14 D10 L14 RA DEC Quality Flag Use Flag
073 B12-062 – – - 204.220771 -29.839964 1c i
074 B12-063 – – - 204.221183 -29.871217 1d p
075 B12-064 – – - 204.221587 -29.874806 2 n
076 B12-065 B14-11 – X105 204.221783 -29.890369 1a p
077 B12-067 B14-12 – X106 204.222046 -29.88005 1a p
078 B12-066 – – X107 204.222062 -29.878478 1a n
079 B12-068 – – - 204.222179 -29.930956 2 o
080 B12-069 – – - 204.222367 -29.843989 1b n
081 B12-070 – – - 204.222967 -29.877269 1c n
SN1945B – – – - 204.223335 -29.915556 h i
083 B12-312 – – X110 204.223337 -29.933567 1e o
084 B12-071 – – - 204.223446 -29.879417 1c n
085 – B14-13 – - 204.223871 -29.814239 2 p
086 B12-072 – – - 204.224054 -29.91135 1c n
087 B12-073 – – X116 204.224558 -29.813383 1a p
088 B12-074 – – X119 204.225671 -29.86925 1a p
089 B12-075 B14-14 – X121 204.226012 -29.841156 1d p
090 B12-076 – – - 204.226433 -29.838208 1c p
091 B12-077 – – - 204.226858 -29.933436 1f o
092 B12-078 – – - 204.226937 -29.848047 2 p
093 B12-079 – – - 204.227054 -29.84065 1c p
094 B12-080 – – - 204.227608 -29.884706 2 p
095 B12-081 – – - 204.227646 -29.883658 2 p
096 B12-082 – – X127 204.2283 -29.883167 1d p
097 B12-083 – – - 204.228442 -29.884647 2 p
098 B12-085 – – - 204.228521 -29.831553 2 p
099 B12-084 – – X128 204.228617 -29.838492 1a p
100 B12-086 – – - 204.228917 -29.796075 2 o
101 B12-088 – – - 204.229304 -29.856922 1c p
102 B12-087 – – X129 204.229312 -29.877658 1a n
103 B12-313 – – - 204.229371 -29.915103 2 p
104 B12-089 – – X131 204.229437 -29.884578 1a p
105 B12-090 – – X134 204.229692 -29.844531 1d p
106 B12-091 – – - 204.230075 -29.884717 1b p
107 B12-314 B14-15 – - 204.230312 -29.900789 2 p
108 B12-092 – – - 204.230471 -29.843678 1c p
109 B12-094 – – - 204.230513 -29.832406 2 p
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Table 1 (continued)
Source ID B12 B14 D10 L14 RA DEC Quality Flag Use Flag
110 B12-093 – – X136 204.230638 -29.848253 1d p
111 B12-95 – – - 204.230858 -29.810886 1c p
112 B12-096 – – - 204.231125 -29.884297 1c p
113 B12-097 – – - 204.231146 -29.878808 1b p
114 B12-098 – – - 204.231729 -29.884336 1b p
115 B12-099 – – - 204.231729 -29.793711 2 o
116 B12-100 – – - 204.232054 -29.823644 2 p
117 B12-101 – – - 204.232492 -29.855483 1b p
118 B12-102 – – - 204.232625 -29.885894 2 p
119 B12-103 – – - 204.232967 -29.886375 1c p
120 B12-104 – – - 204.2336 -29.934903 1b o
121 B12-105 – – - 204.233779 -29.826392 2 p
122 B12-106 B14-16 – X141 204.234279 -29.881994 1a n
123 B12-107 – – - 204.234479 -29.887067 1c p
124 B12-108 – – - 204.234842 -29.825644 2 p
125 B12-109 B14-17 – X149 204.2367 -29.830461 1a p
126 B12-110 – – - 204.236742 -29.823558 1b p
127 B12-111 – – - 204.237183 -29.902956 1c n
128 B12-112 – – - 204.238154 -29.892706 1b p
129 B12-113 – – - 204.240975 -29.801625 2 p
130 B12-115 B14-18 – X159 204.241167 -29.884097 1a p
131 B12-114 – – - 204.241525 -29.803514 1c p
132 B12-316 – – - 204.241833 -29.817222 2 o
133 B12-116 – – - 204.241975 -29.8958 1c p
134 B12-117 – – X166 204.243971 -29.805475 1e p
135 – B14-19 – - 204.244346 -29.851803 1b p
136 B12-118 – D10-01 X172 204.244683 -29.850156 1a n
137 – B14-20 D10-02 - 204.245412 -29.873961 1b p
138 B12-119 B14-21 – - 204.245837 -29.882442 2 p
139 B12-120 – – - 204.245854 -29.883708 1c p
140 B12-318 – – - 204.24595 -29.916283 2 i
141 B12-121 – – - 204.246271 -29.895386 2 p
142 – B14-22 D10-03 X181 204.246537 -29.863306 1d n
143 B12-319 – – - 204.247079 -29.916158 2 p
144 – B14-23 – - 204.24715 -29.810142 2 p
145 B12-122 – – X183 204.247217 -29.919153 1a p
146 B12-123 – – X184 204.247262 -29.810469 1d p
Table 1 continued
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Table 1 (continued)
Source ID B12 B14 D10 L14 RA DEC Quality Flag Use Flag
147 – B14-24 – - 204.247675 -29.810275 2 p
148 B12-320 – – - 204.247687 -29.909628 2 n
149 B12-125 – – - 204.247796 -29.821292 1b n
150 B12-124 – D10-04 X186 204.247933 -29.867761 1a p
151 B12-126 – D10-05 - 204.248683 -29.842431 1c n
152 – B14-25 – - 204.249121 -29.810519 2 p
153 B12-127 – – X195 204.249371 -29.923881 1a i
154 B12-128 – – - 204.250042 -29.809369 1c n
155 B12-129 B14-26 – X199 204.250137 -29.904708 1a n
156 – B14-27 D10-N-01 X202 204.250188 -29.867206 1d c
157 – B14-28 D10-06 - 204.250271 -29.869097 1c c
158 B12-130 – – - 204.250354 -29.811194 2 p
159 B12-131 – – X205 204.250654 -29.802817 1d p
160 – – D10-N-02 - 204.250883 -29.866214 1h c
161 B12-132 – D10-07 - 204.2514 -29.855756 1b n
162 – – D10-N-05 - 204.251608 -29.866303 1c c
SN1968L – – – - 204.251625 -29.866250 h c
164 – – D10-N-06 - 204.251654 -29.867142 1h c
165 B12-133 – – X215 204.251654 -29.889697 1a p
166 – B14-30 D10-N-07 - 204.251725 -29.868392 1h c
167 – B14-31 – - 204.251729 -29.872931 1c p
168 – B14-32 – - 204.252292 -29.868486 2 c
169 – – D10-N-08 - 204.252308 -29.866319 1c c
170 – – D10-N-09 - 204.252496 -29.869111 1h c
171 – – D10-N-10 - 204.252692 -29.866497 1h c
172 B12-134 – – - 204.252817 -29.907414 1b p
173 – – D10-N-11 - 204.252825 -29.865856 1h c
174 B12-135 – D10-08 - 204.252854 -29.872781 2 p
175 – – D10-N-12 - 204.252938 -29.866636 1h c
176 B12-136 – – - 204.253062 -29.889928 2 p
177 – – D10-N-13 - 204.253171 -29.868306 1h c
178 – B14-34 – - 204.25365 -29.869014 2 c
179 – – D10-N-14 - 204.253892 -29.865042 1h c
180 – – D10-N-14 - 204.253896 -29.865181 1g c
181 – – D10-N-15 - 204.253933 -29.865522 1h c
182 – – D10-N-14 - 204.254054 -29.864886 1g c
183 B12-137 B14-35 D10-09 X235 204.254238 -29.848983 1a p
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Table 1 (continued)
Source ID B12 B14 D10 L14 RA DEC Quality Flag Use Flag
184 B12-138 – – - 204.254425 -29.904408 1c p
185 – B14-36 D10-10 - 204.254463 -29.861544 2 p
186 – – D10-N-16 - 204.254646 -29.86445 1z c
187 B12-139 – – - 204.254817 -29.952981 1c o
188 – – D10-N-17 X241 204.254892 -29.865928 1d c
189 B12-321 B14-38 – X243 204.255313 -29.866636 1z c
190 – – D10-N-18 - 204.255479 -29.865956 1h c
191 B12-140 – – - 204.256304 -29.837425 1c n
192 B12-141 – – X249 204.25645 -29.833019 1d p
193 – B14-39 D10-N-19 X250 204.256717 -29.867206 1d c
194 B12-142 – – X253 204.256933 -29.902803 1a p
195 B12-143 – D10-12 X256 204.257133 -29.853711 1d p
196 B12-144 – – X255 204.257167 -29.911217 1d p
197 – B14-37 – - 204.258308 -29.864289 1g p
198 B12-145 – D10-13 - 204.258492 -29.880444 1c p
199 B12-146 – D10-14 - 204.258612 -29.866197 1b p
200 B12-147 B14-40 – X261 204.2592 -29.831231 1a i
201 B12-148 – – X262 204.25965 -29.835272 1a p
202 B12-149 – – - 204.260058 -29.90915 1c p
203 B12-150 B14-41 D10-15 X265 204.260096 -29.857236 1a p
204 – B14-42 – - 204.262033 -29.810861 2 p
205 B12-151 B14-43 – X272 204.262563 -29.829294 1e p
206 – B14-44 – - 204.263096 -29.9047 1g n
207 – B14-45 – - 204.264183 -29.900689 1g p
208 B12-152 – – - 204.264512 -29.846303 2 p
SN1957D B12-324 B14-46 – X279 204.264917 -29.827981 h p
210 B12-153 – – - 204.266167 -29.828614 2 p
211 B12-154 – – - 204.2669 -29.900539 1b p
212 – – D10-1-01 - 204.267158 -29.851053 2 n
213 B12-155 – – - 204.267242 -29.887847 1b p
214 B12-156 – – X287 204.268383 -29.827403 1a p
215 B12-158 – – - 204.268533 -29.900939 2 p
216 B12-157 – – - 204.268596 -29.896589 1b p
217 B12-159 – – X288 204.26875 -29.826542 1a p
218 B12-160 – – X292 204.269638 -29.926342 1a n
219 B12-161 – – - 204.269833 -29.898228 2 p
220 B12-162 – – - 204.270054 -29.835219 1b p
Table 1 continued
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Table 1 (continued)
Source ID B12 B14 D10 L14 RA DEC Quality Flag Use Flag
221 B12-163 – – - 204.2702 -29.828344 2 n
222 – – D10-17 - 204.270321 -29.871828 1b n
223 B12-164 – – - 204.270683 -29.837872 1c n
224 – B14-47 – - 204.270933 -29.922703 1g p
225 B12-165 – – - 204.273271 -29.915633 1c p
226 B12-166 – D10-18 - 204.274162 -29.879456 1c n
227 B12-167 – – - 204.274462 -29.917772 2 p
228 – B14-49 – - 204.2745 -29.845961 2 p
229 B12-327 – – - 204.274504 -29.819794 2 p
230 B12-168 – – - 204.275004 -29.834508 1b p
231 B12-169 – – X310 204.275146 -29.920647 1a p
232 B12-170 – – X311 204.275671 -29.912089 1a i
233 – B14-50 – - 204.275971 -29.918081 2 p
234 B12-171 – D10-19 X313 204.276821 -29.840269 1a p
235 B12-172 – – - 204.276854 -29.907578 1b p
236 B12-173 – – - 204.276854 -29.835061 1c p
237 B12-174 – – - 204.277688 -29.892786 1c p
238 B12-174a – – X316 204.277692 -29.892392 1z p
239 B12-175 – – - 204.278433 -29.823953 2 p
240 – – D10-1-02 - 204.279042 -29.849206 2 p
241 B12-328 – – - 204.279046 -29.915914 2 p
242 – B14-51 D10-20 - 204.279121 -29.852664 2 p
243 B12-177 – – X319 204.279142 -29.818856 1d p
244 B12-176 – – - 204.279171 -29.904494 1c n
245 B12-178 – – X320 204.279496 -29.889158 1a p
246 B12-329 – – - 204.279546 -29.820414 2 p
247 B12-179 B14-52 – - 204.279604 -29.850431 1b p
248 B12-180 – D10-22 X326 204.281129 -29.859267 1a p
249 B12-181 – – - 204.28125 -29.904494 1b n
250 B12-182 – D10-23 - 204.281538 -29.872003 1c n
251 B12-183 B14-53 D10-21 - 204.282038 -29.852792 1f p
252 B12-184 – – - 204.282113 -29.883692 1b p
253 B12-185 – – - 204.282488 -29.9034 1b p
254 B12-186 – – X330 204.283 -29.822253 1d p
255 B12-187 – – - 204.283375 -29.854592 2 p
256 B12-188 – D10-25 - 204.283746 -29.872636 1b p
257 B12-189 – – - 204.283983 -29.889078 2 p
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Table 1 (continued)
Source ID B12 B14 D10 L14 RA DEC Quality Flag Use Flag
258 – B14-54 D10-26 X336 204.284713 -29.848981 1a p
259 – B14-55 – - 204.284983 -29.879919 2 p
260 – B14-56 – - 204.285096 -29.869508 2 p
261 B12-190 – D10-27 - 204.285333 -29.867222 1d p
262 B12-191 – D10-28 X339 204.285696 -29.859772 1a p
263 B12-333 B14-57 D10-29 X341 204.285983 -29.878556 1e p
264 B12-192 – D10-30 - 204.286025 -29.864828 1c p
265 B12-193 – D10-32 X342 204.286496 -29.860425 1a p
266 B12-194 – D10-33 - 204.287708 -29.859261 1b p
SN1923A – – – - 204.28827 -29.850386 h p
268 B12-195 – D10-34 X348 204.288446 -29.859433 1d p
269 – B14-58 D10-35 - 204.288813 -29.849592 2 p
270 B12-196 – – - 204.290363 -29.891717 1c p
271 B12-197 – D10-36 X350 204.291992 -29.857828 1a p
272 B12-198 – – - 204.292454 -29.838372 2 p
273 B12-334 – – - 204.292475 -29.816472 2 p
274 B12-199 – D10-37 X352 204.292963 -29.858058 1a p
275 – – D10-38 - 204.293183 -29.859425 1b p
276 B12-200 – – - 204.294921 -29.832372 2 p
277 B12-201 – D10-39 - 204.294996 -29.862403 1b p
278 – – D10-40 - 204.295163 -29.879019 1b p
279 B12-202 – – - 204.295525 -29.831381 1b p
280 B12-203 – – X353 204.295708 -29.8462 1d p
281 B12-204 – – - 204.296283 -29.888086 1b n
282 B12-205 – – - 204.297229 -29.905403 2 p
283 B12-207 – – X355 204.297771 -29.837117 1a p
284 B12-206 – – X356 204.297808 -29.861489 1a p
285 B12-208 – – - 204.29845 -29.860981 2 p
286 B12-209 – – - 204.299483 -29.871036 1a p
287 B12-336 B14-59 – X360 204.30035 -29.849208 1e p
288 B12-210 – – X364 204.3019 -29.838903 1a o
289 B12-211 – – X368 204.303367 -29.836678 1a o
290 B12-338 – – - 204.303392 -29.9123 2 i
291 B12-212 – – - 204.303517 -29.910761 1c n
292 – B14-60 – - 204.304442 -29.860683 2 p
293 B12-213 – – - 204.304488 -29.855053 1b p
294 – B14-61 – - 204.305525 -29.859972 2 p
Table 1 continued
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Table 1 (continued)
Source ID B12 B14 D10 L14 RA DEC Quality Flag Use Flag
295 B12-215 – – - 204.308208 -29.864208 1b p
296 B12-214 – – - 204.308442 -29.881753 1c p
297 B12-216 – – - 204.309812 -29.8351 1c o
298 B12-217 – – - 204.310125 -29.839233 1c p
299 B12-218 – – - 204.311167 -29.842789 2 p
300 B12-219 – – - 204.311829 -29.916283 1b o
301 B12-220 – – - 204.316771 -29.884439 1b o
302 B12-221 B14-62 – X389 204.321675 -29.864825 1a p
303 B12-222 – – - 204.321942 -29.890267 1b o
304 B12-223 B14-63 – X391 204.322612 -29.864969 1a p
305 B12-224 – – - 204.322892 -29.893278 1c o
306 B12-344 – – - 204.324125 -29.865397 2 p
307 B12-225 – – - 204.328079 -29.897375 1c o
Table 2. SNR photometry depth, extinction, and progenitor mass estimates
50% Completeness Limit
ID F336W F438W F814W CountF438W dAv Av MZAMS
024 26.0 27.0 25.9 425 0.0 0.2 14.86+0.84
−1.46
027 26.2 27.2 26.1 173 0.0 1.6 8.43+1.87
−0.73
028 26.0 27.0 25.8 64 0.0 1.8 11.37+4.33
−4.07
029 26.3 27.1 26.1 150 0.0 0.2 8.07+4.43
−0.37
030 26.1 27.0 26.0 98 0.4 0.8 7.64+5.76
−0.34
031 25.9 26.8 25.3 57 0.4 1.2 9.94+1.76
−2.24
032 26.3 27.1 26.0 187 0.0 0.2 9.90+7.20
−1.30
033 26.3 27.1 26.1 149 0.0 0.2 9.93+3.47
−0.93
034 25.9 26.8 25.3 47 0.0 1.2 43.16+8.94
−34.16
035 26.0 27.0 25.8 52 0.0 0.4 27.14+2.06
−17.54
036 26.3 27.1 26.0 177 0.0 0.6 9.50+3.90
−0.50
039 26.1 27.0 25.9 203 1.6 0.8 12.17+4.93
−2.57
040 26.0 26.7 25.1 40 0.0 2.4 15.10+8.00
−7.80
042 26.3 27.0 26.0 190 0.6 0.6 9.56+2.14
−0.56
043 26.1 27.0 25.9 222 0.0 0.2 10.86+0.84
−0.56
044 26.0 26.9 25.5 105 0.0 0.2 9.73+3.67
−0.73
045 26.0 26.9 25.5 125 0.2 0.8 10.65+1.85
−1.65
046 26.2 26.9 26.0 161 0.6 1.0 16.78+1.92
−5.88
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Table 2 (continued)
50% Completeness Limit
ID F336W F438W F814W CountF438W dAv Av MZAMS
047 26.0 27.1 25.8 86 0.0 1.2 8.80+5.70
−0.70
048 26.0 27.0 25.8 54 0.0 0.4 8.53+3.97
−0.43
049 26.3 27.3 26.3 136 0.4 1.0 11.29+2.11
−0.99
051 26.3 27.1 26.1 162 0.8 1.0 8.98+3.52
−0.38
052 25.8 26.5 25.2 770 0.6 0.2 10.68+5.02
−0.38
053 25.5 26.4 25.5 894 2.2 0.2 18.40+0.30
−6.70
054 26.3 27.1 26.1 175 0.0 0.6 11.17+3.33
−2.57
055 26.3 27.1 26.0 120 0.6 1.0 21.22+1.88
−11.62
056 26.1 27.0 25.9 183 1.0 0.8 10.09+8.61
−0.49
057 26.3 27.0 26.0 131 0.4 0.4 59.00+7.60
−38.40
058 26.0 27.1 25.8 41 0.0 1.0 9.33+9.37
−0.73
059 26.0 26.7 25.1 36 0.2 2.6 16.77+0.33
−7.77
060 25.9 26.9 25.8 144 0.8 1.2 21.49+1.61
−13.39
061 26.3 27.1 26.1 190 0.0 0.6 9.56+1.34
−0.56
062 26.0 26.9 25.7 205 0.0 1.0 11.80+1.60
−2.80
063 26.1 27.0 26.0 187 0.0 0.8 7.53+4.17
−0.23
064 25.9 26.8 25.3 41 0.0 0.4 27.56+1.64
−15.86
068 26.5 27.3 26.3 65 0.0 2.0 12.06+0.44
−4.76
069 26.0 27.1 25.8 41 0.0 0.6 7.93+7.77
−0.23
070 26.0 26.8 25.9 384 0.0 0.2 8.02+2.28
−0.32
071 26.0 27.0 25.9 199 0.0 0.6 8.97+5.53
−0.37
074 26.1 27.1 25.9 170 0.2 0.2 9.94+5.76
−0.34
076 25.5 26.4 25.5 342 0.8 0.2 14.66+4.04
−3.76
077 25.9 26.9 25.9 593 2.2 0.6 7.71+3.99
−0.41
085 25.8 26.5 25.2 180 0.0 0.2 22.24+12.46
−11.94
087 26.0 26.9 26.1 274 0.8 0.2 16.23+12.97
−6.63
088 26.1 27.1 25.8 78 0.0 2.8 7.53+27.17
−0.23
089 26.2 26.9 26.0 298 1.0 0.4 10.77+7.93
−0.47
090 26.2 27.2 26.1 35 0.0 2.0 9.33+11.27
−0.73
092 26.1 27.1 25.9 133 0.0 1.6 12.09+2.41
−4.39
093 26.0 26.9 25.5 97 0.2 1.0 9.96+0.34
−0.36
094 26.3 27.0 26.0 181 0.8 1.0 9.45+3.95
−0.45
095 26.1 27.1 25.9 132 0.0 1.2 9.40+1.50
−0.80
096 26.0 27.0 25.9 208 3.0 1.2 10.92+0.78
−2.82
097 26.1 27.1 25.9 220 2.0 0.2 11.03+0.67
−1.43
098 26.3 27.3 26.3 153 0.0 0.2 7.55+4.95
−0.25
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Table 2 (continued)
50% Completeness Limit
ID F336W F438W F814W CountF438W dAv Av MZAMS
099 26.5 27.3 26.3 78 0.0 2.0 7.93+15.17
−0.63
101 26.0 27.1 25.8 82 0.0 1.6 15.06+0.64
−7.76
103 25.9 26.8 25.3 39 0.0 1.8 10.60+5.10
−3.30
104 26.0 26.9 25.5 110 0.6 1.2 11.26+1.24
−2.66
105 26.3 27.0 26.0 225 0.2 0.6 8.77+2.93
−0.17
106 26.1 27.1 25.9 137 0.0 1.4 10.64+1.06
−2.54
107 26.0 26.9 25.7 266 2.0 0.8 8.73+2.17
−0.13
108 26.1 27.0 25.9 251 0.0 0.4 11.74+1.66
−3.64
109 26.1 27.0 26.0 120 0.0 0.2 9.91+5.79
−0.91
110 26.3 27.1 26.0 182 0.0 0.8 8.35+7.35
−0.25
111 26.1 27.1 25.8 51 0.0 1.4 8.35+5.05
−0.65
112 26.1 27.0 26.0 149 0.4 1.6 14.12+0.38
−6.42
113 26.0 26.7 25.1 46 0.0 1.6 8.35+3.35
−0.65
114 26.3 27.1 26.1 205 0.0 0.8 8.88+3.62
−0.28
116 26.0 27.0 25.8 71 0.0 0.8 8.74+0.86
−0.14
117 26.2 27.2 26.1 102 0.0 0.8 8.35+8.75
−0.25
118 26.0 26.9 25.7 166 1.6 1.0 19.92+0.68
−9.02
119 26.2 26.9 26.0 169 1.4 0.8 12.45+4.65
−0.75
121 26.3 27.1 26.1 168 0.0 0.8 8.52+4.88
−0.42
123 25.9 26.8 25.3 59 0.0 1.0 9.33+1.57
−0.73
124 25.9 26.9 25.8 151 0.0 0.6 13.59+0.91
−4.59
125 26.2 27.2 26.1 100 0.0 0.6 13.16+1.34
−2.26
126 26.0 26.7 25.1 45 0.0 0.6 9.93+4.57
−0.93
128 25.9 26.8 25.3 62 0.0 2.0 12.07+8.53
−4.77
129 26.0 26.7 25.1 40 0.0 0.8 14.58+1.12
−5.58
130 26.1 27.1 25.9 133 0.8 1.8 8.38+4.12
−1.08
131 26.0 27.1 25.8 52 0.0 1.4 10.05+2.45
−2.35
133 26.0 26.8 25.9 338 0.0 0.2 8.48+1.82
−0.38
134 26.1 27.0 25.9 144 0.0 0.2 20.31+2.79
−4.61
135 26.1 27.1 25.9 125 0.0 0.4 18.93+1.67
−9.33
137 26.2 27.2 26.1 107 0.0 1.6 9.85+1.05
−2.15
138 26.3 27.3 26.3 142 0.0 1.8 19.66+0.94
−11.96
139 26.0 26.8 25.9 302 0.8 0.2 14.15+2.95
−0.75
141 25.5 26.4 25.5 295 2.6 0.6 8.01+0.99
−0.31
143 26.2 27.2 26.1 86 0.0 0.6 18.70+1.90
−6.20
144 26.0 27.0 25.8 76 0.0 1.0 8.84+6.86
−0.24
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Table 2 (continued)
50% Completeness Limit
ID F336W F438W F814W CountF438W dAv Av MZAMS
145 26.1 27.1 25.8 32 0.0 2.4 17.27+1.43
−9.97
146 26.0 26.9 25.5 101 0.0 0.8 21.16+1.94
−8.66
147 26.1 27.0 26.0 117 0.2 0.8 14.23+2.87
−3.93
150 26.1 27.1 25.9 143 0.2 2.0 7.53+5.87
−0.23
152 26.1 26.8 25.6 221 1.2 0.6 20.43+5.57
−7.03
158 25.9 26.8 25.3 49 0.0 1.2 11.20+1.30
−2.60
159 26.2 27.2 26.1 86 0.6 1.2 12.06+5.04
−4.36
165 26.2 27.2 26.1 37 0.0 1.6 8.80+9.90
−1.10
167 26.0 27.0 25.8 96 0.0 1.4 9.34+2.36
−2.04
172 26.1 27.1 25.9 135 0.4 1.6 11.43+3.07
−4.13
174 25.8 26.5 25.2 179 1.6 1.2 20.63+2.47
−12.93
176 25.9 26.8 25.3 44 0.0 2.4 11.29+11.81
−3.99
183 26.2 27.2 26.1 113 0.0 0.6 10.59+1.91
−0.29
184 26.0 26.9 25.5 102 0.0 0.4 24.51+1.49
−14.21
185 26.1 27.1 25.8 53 0.2 3.0 7.93+0.17
−0.23
192 26.1 27.0 26.0 108 0.0 0.6 12.41+10.69
−0.71
194 26.0 26.9 25.6 125 0.0 0.2 10.08+7.02
−0.48
195 26.0 26.9 25.5 281 0.2 0.4 8.53+3.17
−0.43
196 26.2 27.2 26.1 108 0.0 0.2 9.95+2.55
−0.35
197 26.0 26.7 25.1 81 0.0 1.8 7.60+5.80
−0.30
198 26.2 27.2 26.1 91 0.0 1.2 11.29+1.21
−3.19
199 26.2 27.2 26.1 161 0.0 2.2 7.93+10.77
−0.63
201 26.0 27.0 25.8 69 0.0 1.2 8.37+4.13
−0.67
202 26.3 27.1 26.1 185 0.0 0.2 14.93+0.77
−4.03
203 26.3 27.0 26.0 232 1.4 1.0 11.45+7.25
−2.85
204 26.0 27.0 25.9 379 0.0 0.2 15.92+1.18
−5.62
205 26.2 26.9 26.0 447 2.0 0.2 29.28+5.42
−13.58
207 25.8 26.8 25.7 242 0.6 0.2 38.64+3.36
−19.94
208 26.0 27.0 25.8 65 0.0 1.0 14.03+1.67
−5.43
210 26.2 27.1 26.0 197 0.6 0.6 10.75+1.75
−1.15
211 26.1 27.0 26.0 176 0.0 0.8 8.99+3.51
−0.39
213 26.0 26.7 25.1 35 0.0 1.8 10.07+0.83
−2.37
214 26.3 27.1 26.0 126 0.0 0.2 12.09+5.01
−1.19
215 26.2 26.9 26.0 161 2.2 0.4 8.03+10.67
−0.33
216 26.1 27.1 25.9 145 0.0 0.8 8.84+2.06
−0.24
217 26.0 26.9 25.9 248 0.0 0.2 11.69+0.81
−3.09
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Table 2 (continued)
50% Completeness Limit
ID F336W F438W F814W CountF438W dAv Av MZAMS
219 26.2 27.2 26.1 128 0.4 1.0 46.95+5.15
−38.35
220 26.1 27.1 25.9 139 0.0 0.2 11.21+0.49
−1.61
224 26.0 26.7 25.1 37 0.0 0.8 7.56+4.14
−0.26
225 26.5 27.3 26.3 41 0.0 1.0 7.53+1.47
−0.23
227 26.0 27.1 25.8 46 0.2 0.8 8.35+6.15
−0.25
228 26.0 27.0 25.8 77 0.0 2.4 7.53+3.37
−0.23
229 26.0 26.9 25.5 113 0.0 0.6 13.82+0.68
−4.22
230 26.2 27.2 26.1 102 0.0 1.6 9.33+3.17
−1.63
231 26.1 27.1 25.8 51 0.0 1.2 8.35+5.05
−0.25
233 26.3 27.3 26.3 113 0.2 0.4 13.81+0.69
−2.91
234 26.2 27.2 26.1 131 0.0 0.2 26.60+2.60
−15.70
235 26.0 26.7 25.1 32 0.0 0.8 11.53+1.87
−2.93
236 26.0 27.1 25.8 80 0.2 1.8 12.06+1.34
−4.76
237 26.1 27.1 25.9 100 0.0 0.8 9.38+5.12
−0.38
238 26.0 27.0 25.9 162 2.0 0.4 8.08+12.52
−0.38
239 26.3 27.1 26.1 357 1.4 0.6 19.19+6.81
−10.19
240 25.9 26.9 25.8 210 0.2 0.8 10.74+3.76
−1.14
241 26.2 27.2 25.9 27 0.2 2.0 9.94+4.56
−2.64
242 26.0 26.7 25.1 53 0.0 1.8 9.40+1.50
−2.10
243 26.1 27.1 25.9 945 0.2 0.2 11.54+4.16
−0.64
245 26.1 27.0 25.9 215 0.0 0.6 10.33+0.57
−1.73
246 26.2 27.2 26.1 184 0.0 0.2 11.15+4.55
−2.15
247 26.0 27.1 25.8 357 0.8 0.2 10.60+2.80
−1.00
248 26.1 27.1 25.8 37 0.0 3.0 10.59+12.51
−3.29
251 26.2 26.9 26.0 186 0.2 0.6 11.32+7.38
−1.02
252 26.3 27.1 26.1 201 0.0 0.6 8.67+3.83
−0.57
253 26.0 26.7 25.1 35 0.0 0.4 11.56+9.04
−1.96
254 26.2 27.2 26.1 114 0.0 0.4 15.06+8.04
−5.46
255 26.0 27.1 25.8 183 0.0 0.8 7.58+9.52
−0.28
256 26.2 27.2 26.1 125 0.0 0.8 8.80+9.90
−0.20
257 25.9 26.8 25.3 39 0.0 1.0 8.87+3.63
−0.27
258 26.0 26.8 25.9 400 2.0 0.2 19.02+1.58
−9.42
259 26.0 26.9 25.9 254 1.8 0.4 36.73+5.27
−25.83
260 26.1 27.1 25.9 161 1.2 1.8 42.93+9.17
−35.63
261 25.9 26.9 25.8 162 0.0 1.2 13.13+1.37
−4.53
262 25.9 26.8 25.3 75 1.0 0.6 7.93+3.77
−0.23
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Table 2 (continued)
50% Completeness Limit
ID F336W F438W F814W CountF438W dAv Av MZAMS
263 25.9 26.9 25.8 196 0.0 0.4 10.78+6.32
−0.48
264 26.0 26.9 25.7 241 0.0 1.0 8.53+5.97
−0.43
265 26.1 27.0 25.9 227 0.0 1.4 7.54+3.36
−0.24
266 26.0 27.0 25.8 75 0.2 1.4 9.33+2.37
−2.03
268 26.0 27.1 25.8 68 0.0 1.6 7.53+9.57
−0.23
269 25.9 26.9 25.9 236 1.0 0.6 36.24+5.76
−23.74
270 26.5 27.3 26.3 49 0.8 1.6 10.59+1.11
−2.89
271 26.0 26.8 25.9 340 2.2 0.4 10.68+5.02
−0.38
272 26.2 27.2 26.1 127 0.0 1.2 10.63+3.87
−2.53
273 26.0 27.0 25.8 60 0.0 0.4 9.94+5.76
−0.94
274 26.0 26.8 25.9 293 1.4 0.4 8.54+12.06
−0.44
275 26.1 27.1 25.9 228 0.0 0.8 8.96+2.74
−0.36
276 26.1 27.0 26.0 117 0.6 0.2 59.14+7.46
−45.74
277 26.1 27.1 25.9 124 0.0 0.6 10.33+3.07
−1.73
278 26.0 27.0 25.8 60 0.0 1.4 8.80+4.60
−0.20
279 26.0 26.9 25.7 229 1.0 0.2 19.13+1.47
−7.43
280 25.9 26.8 25.3 69 0.0 1.2 9.34+2.36
−1.64
282 26.2 27.2 26.1 99 0.0 0.4 15.07+0.63
−2.57
283 25.9 26.9 25.8 176 0.2 1.4 10.80+0.90
−1.80
284 26.1 27.1 25.8 56 0.2 1.8 13.94+0.56
−6.64
285 26.5 27.3 26.3 33 0.0 2.8 12.95+53.65
−5.65
286 25.9 26.9 25.8 172 0.0 0.2 7.98+6.52
−0.28
287 26.1 27.1 25.9 120 0.2 0.8 20.39+0.21
−11.39
292 26.1 27.0 26.0 111 0.8 0.4 39.88+2.12
−26.48
293 25.9 26.8 25.3 61 0.0 0.4 24.53+1.47
−14.93
294 26.0 26.9 25.5 106 0.0 0.4 13.35+7.25
−2.45
295 26.1 27.1 25.9 105 0.0 0.2 10.68+3.82
−0.38
296 26.0 26.9 25.5 108 0.0 0.8 9.26+1.64
−0.66
298 26.2 27.2 26.1 139 0.0 0.2 19.62+0.98
−10.02
299 25.9 26.9 25.8 156 0.2 0.4 19.04+1.56
−7.34
302 26.1 27.1 25.9 89 0.2 0.4 30.31+4.39
−16.91
304 26.1 27.1 25.9 78 0.6 0.6 38.24+3.76
−26.54
306 26.5 27.3 26.3 48 0.0 1.4 9.33+−9.33
−9.33
SN1923A 26.2 26.9 26.0 234 1.2 0.8 53.31+13.29
−43.71
SN1950B 26.1 27.1 25.8 39 0.0 3.2 7.56+3.34
−0.26
SN1957D 26.0 26.9 25.5 78 0.8 0.2 7.56+8.14
−0.26
SN1983N 25.5 26.4 25.5 293 0.2 0.2 20.43+5.57
−4.73
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Table 3. Age Distribution Results from SNR 295a
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)
T1 T2 SFR (Best) -err +err PDF(Best) -err +err CDF(Best) CDF(16) CDF(50) CDF(84) M1 M2
4.0 4.5 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 6.5843e-04 0.000 0.000 0.075 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.033 52.1 66.6
4.5 5.0 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 5.7722e-04 0.000 0.000 0.074 0.000 0.000 0.018 0.057 42.0 52.1
5.0 5.6 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 6.3443e-04 0.000 0.000 0.089 0.000 0.002 0.034 0.083 34.7 42.0
5.6 6.3 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 5.4562e-04 0.000 0.000 0.087 0.000 0.012 0.049 0.108 29.2 34.7
6.3 7.1 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 5.1369e-04 0.000 0.000 0.091 0.000 0.023 0.065 0.133 26.0 29.2
7.1 7.9 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 4.3090e-04 0.000 0.000 0.086 0.000 0.033 0.080 0.156 23.1 26.0
7.9 8.9 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 4.4905e-04 0.000 0.000 0.099 0.000 0.044 0.097 0.182 20.6 23.1
8.9 10.0 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 4.8762e-04 0.000 0.000 0.118 0.000 0.057 0.117 0.213 18.7 20.6
10.0 11.2 1.5681e-03 1.1463e-03 2.4191e-04 0.242 0.192 0.249 0.242 0.155 0.265 0.412 17.1 18.7
11.2 12.6 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 3.6069e-04 0.000 0.000 0.111 0.242 0.172 0.284 0.440 15.7 17.1
12.6 14.1 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 3.7103e-04 0.000 0.000 0.126 0.242 0.190 0.305 0.473 14.5 15.7
14.1 15.8 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 3.5337e-04 0.000 0.000 0.134 0.242 0.210 0.327 0.507 13.4 14.5
15.8 17.8 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 3.5393e-04 0.000 0.000 0.148 0.242 0.230 0.351 0.544 12.5 13.4
17.8 20.0 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 3.8747e-04 0.000 0.000 0.175 0.242 0.254 0.380 0.585 11.7 12.5
20.0 22.4 3.2132e-35 3.2132e-35 3.5257e-04 0.000 0.000 0.179 0.242 0.279 0.409 0.629 10.9 11.7
22.4 25.1 1.9962e-03 1.3454e-03 4.9830e-05 0.688 0.469 0.165 0.930 0.579 0.755 0.892 10.3 10.9
25.1 28.2 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 2.7900e-04 0.000 0.000 0.178 0.930 0.616 0.788 0.919 9.6 10.3
28.2 31.6 1.6137e-04 1.6137e-04 6.6697e-04 0.070 0.070 0.383 1.000 0.741 0.874 0.978 9.0 9.6
31.6 35.5 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 2.8913e-04 0.000 0.000 0.220 1.000 0.793 0.913 1.000 8.6 9.0
35.5 39.8 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 2.4359e-04 0.000 0.000 0.211 1.000 0.846 0.955 1.000 8.1 8.6
39.8 44.7 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 2.2500e-04 0.000 0.000 0.217 1.000 0.909 1.000 1.000 7.7 8.1
44.7 50.1 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 2.0419e-04 0.000 0.000 0.220 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 7.3 7.7
a Similar tables are available for all fitted SNRs with inferred progenitor masses in the supplemental materials.
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Figure 1. Locations of M83 SNRs color-coded by the progenitor masses inferred from their local stellar populations are overplotted on a
continuum-subtracted Hα image from the Magellan telescope (Blair et al. 2012) Colored circles indicate: red = >20 M⊙; orange = 16-20
M⊙; green = 12-16 M⊙; blue = <12 M⊙. SNRs with no local young population (Type Ia candidates) are plotted as open yellow squares.
Slightly larger circles show positions of historical SNe for which we derived progenitor masses.
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Figure 2. Color-magnitude diagrams for the three UV/Optical bands for two fields of the the seven field mosaic of M83. These are (upper-
left) UV CMD for The POS2 field, (upper-right:) optical CMD for the POS2 field, (lower-left:) UV CMD for the F5 field, and (lower-right:)
optical CMD for the F5 field.
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Figure 3. Example fields showing the range of star colors, star density, and impacts from dust absorption encountered in the 100 pc fitting
regions around several M83 SNRs. All data shown are from HSTWFC3 imaging and the green circles are 100 pc in diameter at the assumed
distance of M83. Each two-panel pairing shows a three-color image of stellar data on the left (red = F814W, green = F438W, blue = F336W),
and a three color continuum-subtracted emission line image on the right (red = Hα, green = [S II], blue = [O III]). Identifications for the SNRs
are from Blair et al. (2012) and are shown on the emission line panels.
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Figure 4. Technique for constraining SNR progenitor mass (SNR 295). Bottom right: The extraction region for the resolved stellar photom-
etry sample is shown as a green circle on a 20′′×20′′ F438W image of the region of interest for this SNR. Top right: The observed CMD
from the extraction photometry. The photometry of the stars in the surrounding field are shown in grayscale, where the lighter colors mark
regions of the CMD that have more field stars, as indicated by the color bar. The photometry of the stars within 50 pc of the SNR location are
overplotted in red points. The magnitude limits of the data included in the CMD fitting are shown by the dashed lines. These limits are are
based on the completeness for regions with the stellar density of this locatio,n as determined by the ASTs (see § 2.3). Top left: Multiple SFH
measurements, assuming different amounts of differential reddening (dAv) at the SNR location. Lines show the cumulative fraction of stellar
mass in each age interval. Various colors denote the amount of dAv, as indicated by the color bar. Top center: Maximum likelihood fit values
as a function of assumed dAv. Lower values indicate a better fit to the data. In this example, we adopt a dAv value of zero for the final fitting,
as this value produces the best fit. Bottom left: The cumulative fraction of stellar mass in each age interval for the final SFH fit, along with
uncertainties from the HybridMC error analysis. The probable mass range listed is the range of ages consistent (1σ uncertainty) with the
population median age, marked with the tan shading. The maximum allowed progenitor mass is the most massive star allowed in this location
by the uncertainties in the youngest age bins. Bottom center: The differential SFH, showing the star formation rates and uncertainties that
correspond to the cumulative fraction plot in bottom left. Note that bins with large uncertainties have a large covariance with neighboring bins,
which makes the cumulative distribution easier to interpret. We include figures of this format for all 199 SNRs with progenitor constraints in
the supplemental materials.
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but for 057. We provide this second example to show an extreme case, as 057 has the youngest age constraint of
the entire sample.
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Figure 6. The M83 distribution of progenitor masses is shown by the blue histogram, with the M31+M33 distribution (dashed line) for
comparison. The M83 sample has many more SNRs with measurements at masses >10 M⊙ but is not as dominated by the lowest mass bin.
M83 also has a significant tail to higher masses, with a number of bona fide progenitor masses in excess of 30 M⊙. The cutoff at lower masses
was actually measured for the M31+M33 sample (Díaz-Rodríguez et al. 2018), but was assumed for this work on M83 (see Section 2.7 for
details).
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Figure 7. The ranked distribution of progenitor masses for the 199 measurements we obtained from from the M83 sample are plotted with
red horizontal error bars. Overplotted with gray lines in each panel are 50 draws from a power-law distribution. While all 3 panels show the
same progenitor masses in red, the power-law plotted in gray is different for each panel as follows: Left: The best-fitting power law index
of -2.9+0.2
−0.7; Middle A Salpeter index (-2.35); Right: The best-fit index from the combined M31/M33 SNR progenitor sample measurements
from (-4.4; J14).
